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Summary 

This report makes an overview of 2D, 2,5D and 3D approaches for indoor space 
subdivision for the purpose of indoor navigation. The report starts with a conceptual 
framework for indoor space utilisation. We introduce and elaborate on the concepts 
of indoor space (navigable and non-navigable), agent, activity, resource and modifier. 
Using these concepts, we investigate navigation cases and discuss information 
requirements for space subdivision. Two sections make review of 2D and 3D 
research for sub-spacing. We classify 2D and 3D approached in three groups with 
respect to the subdivision (partial or complete) and the type of navigation (grid or 
graph), and provide analysis of the approaches against the user requirements for 
indoor navigation. Section 6 concludes on challenges and future developments.  
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1 Introduction 

Indoor modelling has rapidly gained the interest of researches and developers. 
According to the Environmental Protection Agency 75% of the world’s population 
lives in cities and nearly 90% is spend indoors (EPA, 2009). Humans perform many 
activities indoors related to work, shopping, leisure, dining, sport, etc. The buildings 
and the large variety of associated spaces such as underground passages, sky bridges, 
metro lines, garages, stations, yards, gardens, and roof terraces are becoming 
elaborated conglomerates of enclosed spaces. This complexity poses many challenges 
for building managers, occupants and visitors.  
 
Navigation (finding path to a certain location) and location-based services are some 
of the most important services indoors. How to calculate the most appropriate path? 
How to convey the path instructions in the most understandable way? How to 
quickly instruct management teams for needed maintenance and localisation of 
failures? How to evacuate people in the case of emergencies, etc.? 
 
Indoor spaces differ significantly from outdoor and complicates the human 
orientation:   
 

• Many of the clues used to orient outdoors (sun position, shadows, size of 
streets, residential, vs. business areas)   are missing in indoor environment. 

• The orientation is complicated by the existence of multiple levels, relatively 
smaller spaces and the more difficult overview of the entire indoor 
environment.  

• The way of movement differs. Indoor environments have less structured 
lanes for movement such as streets and paths. Agents have larger number of 
options to go from point A to B.  

• Indoors spaces tend to have many obstacles (furniture, columns, podiums, 
etc.) which can be avoided in various ways.  

• Points of interest are difficult to identify as the furniture may have many 
different appearances (e.g. ‘coffee machine’ used as a point of interest might 
be left behind because was not recognized as such)    

• The speed of movement is relatively slow, which affects the perception about 
space 

 
To facilitate human activities, to provide comfort, safety and security, to ensure the 
necessary infrastructure is available, the enclosed spaces have to be represented by 
semantically and geometrically rich models to be able to reflect the personal profile 
of an individual or a group of individuals.    
 
The management and navigation of indoor spaces has to be supported by digital 
virtual representations of the indoor environment. Broadly, the creation of such 
virtual representations involves (i) digital acquisitions of the spaces, (ii) structuring of 
acquired data, (iii) formalisation of the structured data to establish the relationships 
between the sub-spaces, and (iv) imprinting of application or user requirements onto 
the formalised structured data.  
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This report presents a formalisation of indoor spaces and first ideas for establishing 
of a formal approach for subdivision with respect to the user perception/need of 
space, user profile and/or user activities. The ultimate goal is developing guidelines 
for automatic partitioning of indoor spaces for various indoor navigation 
applications.  
 
The report is organised into four sections. The next section introduces a framework 
for navigation. Section 3 presents indoor navigation cases and corresponding 
information requirements. Section 4 and 5 make review and analyses of 2D and 3D 
approaches. The aim is to identify what kind of subdivisions are applied and if the 
method comply with the identified indoor requirements. Section 6 concludes with a 
discussion future research on space subdivision.     
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2 Conceptual Framework 

A definition of space can be found in several sources. Encyclopaedia Britanica 
(http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/557313/space) gives a very general 
definition which explicitly names the dimension: ‘a boundless, three-dimensional 
extent in which objects and events occur and have relative position and direction’. 
Wordnet  (http://wordnet.priceton.edu) defines space as ‘an empty areas usually 
bounded in some way between things’. Direct hyponym of space is then 
compartment (a space into which area is subdivided) and cell (any small 
compartment). More specialised ontologies such as OmniClass 
(http://www.omniclass.org, a classification for Architecture, Engineering and 
Construction in North America) distinguish between spaces by form and spaces by 
function. ‘Spaces by form are basic units of the built environment delineated by 
physical or abstract boundaries and characterised by physical form’.  ‘Spaces by 
function are basic units of the built environment delineated by physical or abstract 
boundaries and characterised by their function’. The spaces can be both 2D and 3D. 
For example, space by form can be a 3D room or a 2D walking path. An interesting 
example is a wall (interior, exterior), which is considered a space by function, which 
implies that spaces can be filled with some material, i.e. not just air.  
 
Indoor spaces are artificial constructs designed and developed to support human 
activities. Virtual representations of indoor spaces have to be able to support these 
activities. Therefore, the way in which space is partitioned in a virtual model has to 
accommodate the conceptual construct of the space, i.e., the partitioning of space 
should be informed by spatial arrangements alone, but also the activities that take 
place in the spaces. 
 
In this section a conceptual framework is offered to describe indoor spaces, the 
agents that operate in these spaces and the activities that take place in these spaces. 
Later the partitioning of spaces is used as a basis and motivation for the partitioning 
of indoor spaces. 
 
For the purposes of the framework, space is conceived as being made up of sub-spaces 
that are occupied by resources, and agents who perform activities subject to varying 
levels of access. In this paper sub-spaces, resources, activities, modifiers and agents will 
collectively be referred to as elements of indoor space. 
 
Space is treated here as environments in which all activities and resources that are 
associated with that environment take place. For example a shopping mall is a space 
in which activities associated with business, trade, and entertainment can be found.  

2.1 Space and sub-spaces 

In the context of this paper and for presenting the framework, we will use the term 
indoor space to indicate enclose of space.  
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In daily life, humans commonly perceive indoor space as a closed volume, which is 
bordered by physical unmovable elements. The spaces have a sematic meaning 
(room, corridor, stairs, which corresponds largely to the definition of space by form). 
People can move within the space.  The spaces are non-overlapping and share one 
neighbouring element (e.g. wall). Space is the environment in which humans store 
resources and engage in activities. A logical compartmentalisation of resources and 
activities requires the creation of sub-spaces. Sub-spaces are commonly used for 
living space, work space, leisure space, access and storage. 
 
Indoor Subspace is any subdivision of an indoor space in into smaller parts, which 
might be partially or completely bordered by virtual (abstract) boundaries. The sub-
spaces may or may not have semantic meaning. People can move freely inside such 
sub-spaces. The sub-spaces are non-overlapping and share one neighbouring element 
(virtual or concrete boundary). Depending on its use a sub-space can be navigable or 
inert (non-navigable). Navigable spaces can be used to perform activities, e.g., foyers, 
corridors, etc. Inert sub-spaces or non-navigable spaces are those spaces in which no 
activity can take place, e.g., walls. 
 
Continuity of space: Space is treated as being continuous. The creation of sub-spaces 
discretises space. However, sub-spaces are themselves still treated as being 
continuous. In this paradigm, the inert sub-spaces act as hard boundaries between 
the sub-spaces. 
 
To realise the conceptual models, particularly in an automated fashion, the acquired 
data of indoor spaces has to be partitioned. The partitioning has to be done in a 
manner that supports the conceptual models and importantly the needs of agents 
(moving, staying) in the space. 

 
Figure 1: Example of static partition with agents, resources, navigable (free) and non-

navigable (inert) spaces. 

Static partitions: In this paradigm space is partitioned with assumption the agents 
experience space in the same way or have the same conception of space. Because of 
this agents are not involved in the choice of partitions. Typically activities will also 
not be involved in the partitioning, leaving resources and modifiers as the only 
determinants of the choice of partitions.  
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Figure 2: Dynamic partition due to modifier fire: dangerous, inaccessible and passable areas. 

Dynamic partitions: Unlike static partitions, dynamic partitions (i) accommodate all 
elements of the space, and (ii) accommodate the changes that the elements will go 
through (Figure 2). Essentially as elements change space is repartitioned, but 
importantly it is partitioned for the agent, i.e., each agent receives a partitioning of 
space that fits their conception of space. In such a paradigm the navigation model 
(and its accompanying partitioning) of an able bodied and a disabled person may be 
different. This model also allows agents to be involved in the partitioning of other 
agents. 
 
Hybrid partitions: Dynamic partitions may become complex. Therefore, hybrids of 
both partitioning schemes maybe required to balance the complexity and facility.  
Spaces and subspaces can change their function.  
 

     
Figure 3: Time as global modifier (left): the office is closed, i.e. the sub-spaces are aggregated 

to one new space named ‘inaccessible’. Renovation as a local modifier (right): room is 

accessible for construction company only. 

Modifiers are properties of a sub-space and they alter the usability of the space. They 
promote or inhibit activities, resources and agents within a sub-space. The scope of a 
modifier can be global (Figure 3) or local. Modifiers define the environment 
(ambience) of the partition, e.g., friction/drag coefficient, lighting, etc. Examples of 
modifiers can be also extreme events as fire, flood, etc. (Figure 3).  
 
Because of the complex nature of indoor spaces, the conceptual framework cannot 
be represented in one model. Rather various co-operating models will be required 
such that have to represent geometric,  topological and semantic properties of 
framework elements. These models cannot individually satisfy the indoor 
requirements; therefore hybrid models should be envisioned. 
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2.2 Agents 

Agents are clients that use or engage in activities or use resources offered by a sub-
space.  
 
The nature of agents: While agents will typically be humans, they can also be human 
proxies (for example robots programmed by humans). However, a proxy’s use of 
sub-spaces is defined by human needs therefore human and proxies can be treated as 
indistinguishable. Agents can also from time to time serve as resources within a sub-
space (Error! Reference source not found.). 
 

       
Figure 4: Examples of agents that have become resources. 

The movement of agents:  Unlike activities and resources, agents are able to move 
between sub-spaces. The movement of agents between sub-spaces is through inert 
sub-spaces. Broadly the movement of an agent within sub-spaces will be for the 
purpose of entrance, exit, or passage. Entry and exit points will be defined in the 
inert sub-spaces. The ease of passage will be determined by modifiers of the sub-
space. 
 

  
Figure 5: Computers in a monitoring centre and tables in a design studio as resources.  

Resources are the permissible things that an agent can store in a sub-space or take from 
a sub-space (Figure 5). Types of resources will not be unique to a sub-space but 
instances of a resource will be specific to sub-space. Resources act as attractors of 
agents. This attraction can be specific to certain agents and its scope can be local or 
global. 
 
Activities are the permissible actions that an agent can perform within a sub-space. 
Types of activities will not be unique to a sub-space although specific activities may 
be unique to the sub-space. The scope of activities is large: working, playing, reading, 
shopping, cleaning, walking, sitting, etc. Activities also serve as attractors of agents to 
a sub-space. 
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2.3 Characteristics of spaces, agents and resources  

Indoor spaces, agents, resources and modifiers influence each other and determine 
the partitioning of space. As mentioned previously, mobility, shape and size of agents 
result in different navigable spaces. Size, location and shape of resources can also 
require partitioning of indoor non-navigable space to provide a better localisation of 
the resource (e.g. a lamp in a ceiling). Modifiers may influence navigable or none-
navigable space, which will require a new space subdivision.  
 
For the scope of this report, indoor spaces have the following characteristics:  

• Dimension: 2D or 3D geometry 
• Thematic semantics, which refers to identified meaning of the space,  
• Attributes, i.e. characteristics of space/sub-space (navigable and non-

navigable), which provide further information. An important attribute in the 
context of navigation is accessibility of space or existence of other non-
navigable spaces within the navigable space, which form obstacles. 

• Change in time, i.e. if dynamic changes take place  
• Relations between indoor spaces in terms of adjacency and connectivity. These 

relations combined with other properties of spaces (e.g. accessibility) 
determine the navigation graph/grid (see Section 3), which is used to 
compute a path (shortest, safest, fastest, etc.)  

 
Agents are characterised by their dimension (2D, 3D), individual characteristics (size, age, 
gender, locomotion mode) and preferences (e.g. shortest path).   
 
Resources are characterised by their dimension (2D, 3D), location (within a navigable or 
non-navigable space) and their dynamics (static, movable)    
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3 Indoor applications and indoor requirements  

To be able to perform correct navigation several components have to be available: 
(3D) indoor localisation, a (3D) model that represents the space subdivision, (3D) 
algorithms for path computation (on a topological model or a grid), guidance (Points 
of Interest, Landmarks), guidance (visualisation) of the path and finally 
tracking/correction (if the path is not followed). While much research exists on 3D 
localization and tracking, the research on models (geometrical and topological) and 
guidance (giving directions) is still very fragmented. Commercial systems make use of 
predefined models (topology is extracted from 2D floor plans and make assumptions 
that the rooms are empty (i.e. there is no furniture). Some examples of such 
navigation applications are Google maps (for smart phones, Figure 6), or the 
Yamamoto modelling tool (Figure 7).  
 

         
Figure 6: Google maps 2D indoor/outdoor navigation in Prado 

(floors are represented as layers). 

   
Figure 7: Yamamoto 2,5D modelling tool (internet). 

Such approaches are quite acceptable for basic use and common navigation to places 
of general interest in relatively simple buildings. In more complex buildings as 
airports, museums (Figure 8, Figure 9), concert halls, shopping malls, airports (Figure 
10) or for some application that need resources attached to vertical components, 
layered 2D floor plans might create confusion and misinterpretation.    
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Figure 8: Mercedes Benz Museum, Stuttgart: the building is organized as a spiral (internet). 

         
Figure 9: Guggenheim Museum Bilbao: complex non-rectangular spaces with internal 

bridges  (internet). 

 
Figure 10: Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam: large open spaces with shop and food corners 

(internet). 

3.1 Inventory of navigation applications 

To be able to estimate whether subdivision of spaces is needed, an inventory of 
possible applications has been made. The classification is derived by analysing 
existing applications and research in indoor navigation (mostly for humans) and by 
discussing with various users.  The following cases have been identified:  

1. Find navigable space: This is the most common navigation case in daily life. 
People visiting an unfamiliar institution, museum, shopping centre, etc. need 
to be guided to a specific room. The subdivision of space follows the 
construction subdivision of a building. Symbolic notations of rooms and a 
connectivity relations would be sufficient to perform routing. Semantics can 
be very simple indicating only the type of the room and room numbers. If 
space partitioning is performed, it is only to make the path fit different agents 
(e.g. locomotion modes). Such sub-spaces do not receive sematic 
identification.  

2. Find navigable space within navigable space. For example, the point of interest is a 
specific area in large halls, specific items/booths in museums (permanent 
exhibitions) distribution centres, food corners in shopping centres. Such 
cases need more information about both the including space (as exhibition 
hall) and the specific item and its location. The original building spaces (halls) 
need to be subdivided to be able to identify the sub-space of interest. The 
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sub-space of interest will be semantically identifiable (e.g. food corner) and 
will have attributes. Examples of such attributes are open hours (for food 
corners), historical facts (for museum items), etc.     

3. Find navigable spaces with specific (restricting) attributes. Examples of such cases are 
navigation to restricted areas at airports and other secured buildings or to 
infrastructure and facilities for cleaning and utility management. Similar 
situation may be observed in shopping centres, building offices, food corners, 
exhibition halls, stores, etc., where goods have to be delivered to different 
parts of building, which are not accessible to general public. These cases will 
require subdivision of rooms/halls to be possible to accurately locate the area 
of interest (e.g. passing though security portals) (Figure 11). Information 
indicating accessibility of spaces would be compulsory attribute. 

      
Figure 11: Security gates at airports (internet). 

4. Find non-navigable spaces within navigable space, such as windows (for cleaning), 
walls (for painting) and ceilings (change blubs). The navigation will require 
detailed identification and information about the spaces representing walls 
and all objects attached to them. While the above cases can commonly be 
performed in 2D dimensions, this case will require 3D space and 
corresponding semantics. Shape and size of the room (walls, windows) 
becomes of critical importance in two directions: 1) for calculating needed 
materials (in case of cleaning, painting) and 2) for transporting necessary 
equipment (e.g. ladders).  

5. Find resources in/on non-navigable spaces (Figure 12). Examples are finding books 
books, medicines, items etc. in cupboards, shells. This kind of guidance will 
require information (geometric and semantic) about furniture in rooms and 
items within the furniture. 3D shape and size of all the objects might be 
needed as well. A record of personal preferences will be useful as well. The 
navigation  can be seen as extension of case 4. After the non-navigable space 
is found, the resource have to be identified.       

   
Figure 12: Visualisation of books in library (UbIcom., Zlatanova and Heulel, 2001). 

6. Find non-navigable space within non-navigable space. This case aims to reflect utility 
and facility management. Installations in walls, floors and ceiling are typical 
example of it. According to our framework, utilities cannot be seen as 
resources but rather as spaces. This case is slightly different than case 5 as it 
would require references between different 3D models (one related to the 
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geometry of the building and another related to the utility network. In case of 
failure in a network even a more complex case could be created, that the 
switch location differs from the location of the defected segment to be 
changed. Figure 7 illustrate failure in water network that effects part of the 
floor and several stores in a building (Figure 13). 
 

 
Figure 13: Schematic view of failure in utility network that effect several sections of the 

building (Hijazi et al, 2012). 

 
Figure 14: Utility networks and their distribution within buildings (Hijazi et al 2012). 

7. Find dynamic navigable spaces within navigable spaces. This case refers to temporary 
spaces such as info desks/booths in exhibitions, airports, museums, which 
arrangement changes in the time (depending on the type of exhibition, 
maintenance activities, arrangement of furniture, etc.). This case is similar to  
case 2 as it requires subdivision of large rooms into smaller areas but 
attributes much be extended information about existence in time. 

8. Find dynamic navigable spaces. Many companies that participate in large civil 
engineering projects, often need to relocate their offices to adapt the better to 
the development of the project. In this case, the indoor structure  changes, 
navigable spaces are modified, added or removed. This case is more complex 
than case 7, as the changes are not limited to one dedicated space and affects 
navigable and non-navigable spaces. Time attributes are needed to be 
assigned to all spaces.    

9. Find mobile resources in navigable spaces e.g. free wheelchairs in hospitals, trailers 
in shopping malls. This task is similar to case 5, but requires localization of 
the mobile unit all time.  

10. Find way among non-navigable spaces in a navigable space. This case reflects 
navigation considering furniture or other interior objects that may disturb the 
navigation. Often navigation of human does not consider obstacles as 
humans can take decision on spot how to avoid them. However, robot 
navigation or navigation for transporting large items (ladders, equipment) 
cannot be completed without knowledge clearance between obstacles. 
Obstacles can be further classified as static, movable and dynamic.   
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11. Emergency navigation, which may be a combination of all cases. It might require 
using unusual way of moving through the environment such as using 
windows as exits, walking over furniture, crawling under tables or 
investigating the environment with UAV. In such cases not only connectivity 
but also adjacency relations between spaces will be needed. 

The cases above are analysed with respect to some of the characteristics of spaces, 
agents and resources (Section 2.3). The last row indicates which cases will require 
space subdivision. Space subdivision is needed is all cases.  

Table 1: Summary of information requirements for the uses cases mentioned above. 

Criteria/use cases 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Space: Dimension  2d 2d 2d 3d 3d 3d 2d 3d 2d 3d 3d 

Space: Thematic Semantics 0 + + ++ ++ + + + + ++ ++ 

Space: Change in time - - 0 - - 0 + + + - ++ 

Space: Attributes 0 + ++ ++ ++ + + + + ++ ++ 

Space: Accessibility - - ++ - - - - + 0 + ++ 

Agent: Personal preferences - - - - ++ - - - - - ++ 

Resource: Movable  - - - - - - - - ++ - ++ 

Space: Connectivity + + + ++ ++ ++ + ++ + ++ ++ 

Space: Adjacency  - - - - + + + + 0 0 ++ 

Space: Obstacles - - - - + + - - - + ++ 

Space subdivision 0 + + + ++ ++ + ++ + + ++ 
--not needed, 0-basic, +needed, ++ very much needed 

 
Table 1 clearly shows that the information requirements strongly depend on the 
application. Emergency response naturally poses the highest requirements. To be 
able to perform navigation geometrical, topological (connectivity and adjacency) and 
semantic information shell be available. Many applications need time component 
(indicating that spaces are changing in time). All applications need space subdivision 
to be able to address the destination point in the best possible way. Although not of 
general interest, obstacles (indoor furniture) are critical for transporting equipment 
and in emergencies. The table cleary show that not all applications need 3D, i.e.  

3.2 Indoor requirements 

Brown et al, 2012 completed a compatible study on indoor navigation requirements. 
It concentrates on information requirements for navigation of agents (humans) but 
considers mostly Cases 1, 3, 10, 11  of Section 3.1, i.e. find navigable space and find 
navigable space considering accessibility. The study distinguishes between navigation 
of users with different profiles (personal abilities and task or taking part in different 
scenario) in a room, on a floor, between floors, in parts of buildings (with different 
types of access), to exits, between buildings. The use cases identified aim to 
categorize the possible movements in the building regardless the application or the 
final goal. The authors identity a set of 15 generic requirements:    

1. An indoor environment shall capture the general semantic information for a 
specific building and be represented by all spaces belonging to this indoor 
environment. 

2. All spaces belonging to an indoor environment shall be represented both 
semantically and geometrically, defining spatial properties of physical spaces. 
Navigable space can be decomposed for different modes of locomotion (e.g. 
user in a wheelchair).  

3. Spaces belonging to an indoor environment shall be categorized according to 
specific pre-defined space types depending on the user, scenario and the tasks 
he/she is performing. 
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4. All spaces belonging to an indoor environment shall be able to be 
decomposed into smaller space parts for the definition of start and end 
points for a route and most appropriate path.  

5. All spaces belonging to an indoor environment shall be able to be extended 
with additional semantic attributes. 

6. Storeys within an indoor environment should be represented and associated 
to all spaces belonging to a specific storey within an indoor environment.  

7. All indoor spaces and sub-indoor space parts will be able to be geo-coded.  
8. Storage of semantic information for the function, usage and occupants of an 

indoor space. 
9. Specialised types of indoor space shall be used to differentiate levels of 

connectivity of indoor spaces, i.e. only the spaces that connect together 
multiple spaces, must be considered in a routing algorithm.  

10. Specialised types of connecting space with specific semantics shall be used 
for vertical and horizontal and fixed, assisted and transfer connecting spaces, 
as vertical spaces might be quite complex.    

11. Transfer spaces shall be separated into both physical (e.g. door or window 
opening spaces) and virtual opening spaces (e.g. airport security gate) for 
which specialist attributes can be defined.  

12. Indoor obstacle spaces should be semantically categorised as fixed, movable 
and dynamic obstacle spaces, with physical attributes representing the spatial 
extent, supporting weight, persistency, current state and scenario type.  

13. Fixed position obstacle spaces will have semantics defining the surface 
material and specialist semantics defined for interior and external walls, 
floors, ceilings, stairs, ramps and general fittings (e.g. light fittings).   

14. Movable obstacle spaces will have semantics including physical weight and 
specialist semantics defined for windows, doors, furniture, and construction 
work.  

15. Door and window should have specialist semantics allowing constraints to be 
defined according to the type, opening mechanism, sub-parts, directionality 
of opening, current state, accessibility and usability in scenarios 

 
These requirements reflect very well the characteristic of spaces, agents, activities and 
resources as defined in Section 2.3 and correspond largely to the information 
requirements as given in Table 1. Requirement 4 concentrates specifically on space 
partitioning. It refers to partitioning with respect to the actor (start, end location, 
scenario and task). But the concept of resource is not taken into consideration. 
Requirement 4 can be extended to cover use cases 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 by specifying 
more explicitly, what the end location would be. For example, to be able to get a 
book from a shelf (Case 5) the agent should be navigated to a space which is the 
closest adjacent navigable sub-space to the non-navigable space which contains the 
resource of interest.. 

3.3 Navigation taxonomy 

The above requirements has been derived under the assumption that one person has 
to be navigated to one destination. For simplicity, the 11 use cases are also developed 
for individual cases, i.e. one agent finds one space or recourse. However, some 
applications require simultaneous navigation of many agents to multiple resources or 
spaces. Zlatanova and Baharin, 2008 and Wang and Zlatanova, 2013, provide 
examples of navigation in which many agents need to cooperate and negotiate how 
to go to many end destinations. Such cases will not affect the space partitioning, but 
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they will influence the path computation algorithms. Wang and Zlatanova, 2013 
present taxonomy of navigation of multiple users avoiding multiple obstacles. They 
identify four criteria to distinguish between different cases:<X1,X2,X3,X4>, where 
 
X1 {o, m} is the number of users (one or many)  
X2 {O, M} is the number of destinations (One or Many)  
X3 {S, D} is the type of destinations (Static or Dynamic) 
X4 {s, m} is the type of obstacles (static or moving) 
 
A case denoted by <o,M,D,m> means one moving object has to be routed to many 
dynamic destinations, avoiding many moving obstacles. The authors have completed 
an elaborated investigation on which cases are covered by what kind research and 
what kind of navigation problems are applied (Table 2).  Three ‘Problem Types’ are 
identified: shortest path problem (SPP), pursuit-evasion problem (PEP) and traveling 
salesman problem (TSP). The column ‘Environment Type’ distinguishes between the 
two types road network and free space and indicates whether any investigation has 
been conducted. The last column ‘Application Domain’ summarizes if any relevant 
research has been performed. As visible from the table, there only 4 navigation cases 
where the well-known and widely used shortest path routing is applicable. Totally 8 
navigation cases associated with dynamic one/more destinations can be seen as 
generalizations of the PE problem and have been intensively applied in robotics. The 
other 4 cases with multiple static destinations can be considered as extended TSP 
problems.  
 
As mentioned previously, there are many methods developed for routing with 
obstacles for robots. These methods make a large use of space partitioning for the 
purpose of tracking and navigating. The space id subdivided into grids sufficiently 
small to be able to localise the robot. Only a few obstacle-avoiding routing focuses 
on humans. Amongst the 16 cases presented in the table, only two of these cases, i.e. 

, , ,o O S s< > ,  have been developed for grids (network). 
 

Table 2: Summary table of navigation taxonomy (Wang and Zlatanova, 2013). 

 Navigation Case Type Environment Type Application Domain 

Road 

network 

Free space Human Robots 

N
a

v
ig

a
ti

o
n

 c
a

se
s 

w
it

h
 s

ta
ti

c 
o

b
st

a
cl

e
s , , ,o O S s< >

 
SPP √ √ √ √ 

, , ,o M S s< >
 

TSP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ ⅹⅹⅹⅹ ● 

, , ,m O S s< >
 

SPP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ ● ⅹⅹⅹⅹ ● 

, , ,m M S s< >
 

TSP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ √ ● 

, , ,o O D s< >  PEP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ 

, , ,m O D s< >
 

PEP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ 

, , ,o M D s< >  PEP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ 

, , ,m M D s< >  PEP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ 

N
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v
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ca

se
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w
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v
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g
 

o
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, , ,o O S m< >
 

SPP √ √ √ √ 

, , ,m O S m< >
 

SPP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ 

, , ,o M S m< >
 

TSP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ ● ⅹⅹⅹⅹ ● 

, , ,m M S m< >
 

TSP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ 
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, , ,o O D m< >  PEP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ 

, , ,m O D m< >
 

PEP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ 

, , ,o M D m< >  PEP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ 

, , ,m M D m< >  PEP ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ ⅹⅹⅹⅹ √ 

√- has been investigated, ⅹ- not investigated, , , , ● – no information (uncertain) 
 
The study has been performed with the view for outdoor navigation (which is usually 
on road network) and might need some refinements for indoors. It also does not 
pretend to be explicit. However, it is illustration that (indoor) navigation of one user 
to one target location (using a variants of SPP) is only a small part of the variety of 
navigation cases. It also shows that space partitioning is used to support the 
localisation. The sub-spaces do not have semantics, but only geometry and 
connectivity information.  
 
Related to the navigation is also the type of path that has to be provided. Table 3 lists 
of the most common strategies for navigation and elaborates on merits and 
drawbacks. The most commonly-used strategies are the shortest distance and the 
shortest time but for many applications they might be not that crucial. Path adapted 
to the individual properties of the agent with non-standard size (e.g. a person 
pushing a trailer) would be more valuable than the standard shortest path. In such 
cases, non-navigable spaces (obstacles) can be aggregated in a larger spaces to speed 
up the computation.   

Table 3: Possible indoor path. 

Path Type Merit Drawback 

Shortest-distance With minimum distance If obstacles are considered may result in 

following a difficult to explain path  

Shortest time With estimated minimum 

travel time 

Speed should be considered  

Simplest path Minimum turns Could be longer distance/travel time 

Least-space-visited Least-number of passed room May lead more travelling time and distance 

Least-obstruction Least degree of blockage,  Need accurate information about (dynamic) 

obstacles  

Safest path Avoid specific areas May result in log detours  

Possible path Considers profile of agent Requires clearance  

Floor strategy (go through 

specific areas) 

Better performance of homing 

users regarding time, similar 

with Least-Effort path 

May not with the minimum distance 
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4 2D approaches 

Space subdivision for navigation has been largely performed using geometry of the 
indoor spaces and no elaborated semantic information has been maintained in most 
of the 2D approaches. The path is computed using either the original 2D plans, or a 
dedicated subdivision strategy (e.g. convex polygons) or regular subdivision into 
triangles or grids.  In all approaches the geometry is leading.  Semantics when applied 
indicates only construction elements important for navigation such as doors, rooms, 
stairs and lifts. Attribute information is also hardly taken into consideration. Afyouni 
et al, 2012 provide an extended review on al large variety of possible 2D and some 
3D spatial subdivision for navigation. Therefore, this section only briefly presents 
some of the tendencies. We classify the approaches with respect to way of the 
applied partitioning of the space into: no or local subdivision, complete subdivision 
according to a certain criteria and complete regular subdivision. Some of the 
approaches use semantics (such as notations for doors, windows, walls) to refine the 
navigation path. These we mention explicitly when applicable.    

4.1 No or partial subdivision: derivation of network 

These approaches make use of the geometry of 2D floor plans (lines and/or 
polygons) as available. The navigable spaces are derived from the plans following 
closely the building structure. Space partitioning is not discussed. The aim is to derive 
a network to be used for path computation. Usually the network is based on  
Poincare Duality, Media Axis Transformation (MAT)/centre line algorithms/shape 
skeleton, Visibility Graph (VG) or combinations of them. Figure 15 is an illustration 
of the most common approach utilizing Poincare Duality, MAT and information 
about doors. 
 

               

             
Figure 15: 2D network created on the basis of Poincare Quality, Media Axis Transform and 

information about doors.: floor plan (up left), metric network derived from Poincare duality 

(up, right), result of MAT for non-rectangular polygons (down, left) and corrected metric 

network considering the locations of the doors. 

If MAT results in a sufficiently detailed path (as down, left Figure 15), no subdivision 
is needed. Otherwise, new nodes are introduced considering semantics, i.e. building 
elements such as doors and windows. From a conceptual point of view, this 
enhancement is a sub-spacing. In the example above, the corridor is subdivided into 
seven subspaces according to the Poincare duality. . 
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Another approach to create a network is VG. In contracts to MAT the VG does not 
follow the shape of the building spaces, but provides a direct path to the point of 
interest. Space subdivision is not needed, because the path connects the begin and 
end point directly. It is used to implement a ‘door-to-door’ manner of navigation, 
while MAT results normally in a ‘room-to-room’ path. MAT enhanced with 
information about doors results in longer paths than VG. VG provides by default the 
shortest path between two doors (Figure 16). More information on MAT and VG is 
given in section 4.      

 
Figure 16: Visibility graph: comparison with MAT (left), shortest paths computed on a 

visibility graph (center, right). (Liu and Zlatanova, 2011). 

Since both MAT and VG have weak points, Lorenz et al, 2006 proposes a 
modification of the above mentioned approaches. As shown in Figure 17(left), doors 
are abstracted as nodes (i.e. they are considered spaces). Similarly to the case in 
Figure 15 corridors are subdivided into smaller areas, but not necessarily making 
explicit use of the position of the door. In this case the doors (or windows) are used 
to identify ‘door’ spaces. We can conclude that an elementary semantics is used for 
partitioning of space. This approach allows for a ‘room-door-room’ type of 
navigation 

           
Figure 17: Partial subdivision (Lorenz et al, 2006) (left), Complete subdivision with Delaunay 

triangulation & Convex Cell optimisation (Lamarche & Donikian, 2004) (right). 

4.2 Complete subdivision: derivation of a network   

This type of methods concerns sub-division of 2D plans into cells according to 
certain criteria (e.g. convexity, distances between walls, visibility etc.). Several 
different criteria to sub-divide indoor space can be found in literature. With 
consideration of passing though bottlenecks and avoiding collision between moving 
objects, Lamarche & Donikian, 2004 apply a series of algorithms such as constrained 
Delaunay triangulation algorithm and Convex Cell optimisation to subdivide. Figure 
17 (right) illustrates the result. The original spaces are subdivided into smaller convex 
areas, which are then used to derive network applying Poincare duality. 
 
Stoffel et al, 2007 propose a method that partitions a floor plan into convex sub-
regions according to the visibility criterion. This approach ensures that openings 
(doors, windows) on the shared surface of two room units are mutually visible if they 
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are in a same sub-region (Figure 18). Openings are also visible if the straight line 
between the openings intersects the virtual lines used for the subdivision. If opening 
are not visible either directly or via the virtual lines, they are linked through the 
central point of the virtual lines. The generated network utilises VG and as such is a 
typical example of door-to-door navigation. Notion of openings (doors and 
windows) should be indeed known in advance.  

 
Figure 18: Visibility partitioning result (Stoffel et al, 2007) 

Another example of subdivision considering a criteria is the Voronoi diagrams  or 
variations of triangulation. Wallgruen 2005, develops a method for robot navigation 
based on the generalised Voronoi diagram (Figure 19).  The approach is based on 
pure geometry (including obstacles) and essentially looks for spaces to pass through. 
In this respect notations of doors is of no importance. The author enhances further 
the network by removing the nodes in the corners, which are of no great importance 
for navigation.  

     
Figure 19: Voronoi diagram network: original plan, network and simplified network 

(Wallgruen, 2005). 

     

  
Figure 20: Corridor map with closest points (1), closest points along a route and 

corresponding clearance(2), shrunk corridor (3), triangulation (4), Funnel shortest path 

algorithm (5) and smoothed path (Gerarerts, 2010). 

Combinations of many criteria and algorithms (triangulation, Voronoi diagrams, 
Mikowski sum, Funnel shortest path, etc.) can result in a variety of approaches for 
subdivision. Gerarerts, 2010 presents an approach for path computation with a 
clearance based on Z-buffer subdivision (which provides a central line), explicit 
corridor (introducing additional points on the central line), followed by depicting the 
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closest points and creating  explicit (shrunk) corridors, triangulation, Funnel shortest 
path and smooth path (Figure 20). The algorithm is a good example of delineating 
the space to navigate through with a given tolerance and then running a series of 
algorithms to smooth the path. The result is equivalent to the visibility graph, but 
avoiding the complexity of building visibility graph for the entire environment. The 
approach relies exclusively on geometric algorithms, essentially avoiding obstacles. If 
applied for indoors, the doors should be considered open (as in the previous 
method). 

4.3 Complete subdivision: regular grid 

Another large group of approaches is based on regular grids such as rectangular, 
hexagon , octagon, etc.  The discrete 2D grids overlap the 2D plan (Figure 21). Each 
grid cell obtains semantics according to the underlying 2D objects (room, door). This 
approach allows for a precise localisation in the entire open space and often is used 
for application which require tracking and correction of position (Girard et 2011) or 
integration with continue phenomena such as smoke, fire or flood. As mentioned 
previously, many of the grid-based approaches originate form robot navigation. 
Grids allow incremental movement (and speed control), which facilitates drive, 
collision detection and manoeuvring. The size of the grid is of critical importance.  If 
the grid is too course, important indoor information might be lost. Alternatively too 
fine grid might be computational expensive.   

 
Figure 21: Square and hexagon subdivision (Afyouni et al 2012). 

A graph can also be generated from the grid: the nodes represent the centres of the 
grid cells and edges of a certain node represent link relationships between the node 
and its neighbours (Li et al, 2010). Shortest path algorithms are easy to execute. 
(Figure 22). However, many shortest path algorithms are adapted to run on grid, e.g. 
A*, Funnel, etc. 

 
Figure 22: Semantic annotations, generated grid and the shortest path on the grid  

(Li et al, 2010). 

Enhancement of sell movement is the cross country movement planning. Bemmelen 
et al, 1993 provide a numbers of possible directions on cell. With different number 
of nodes on the sides of a raster cell, the number of directions to be used also varies. 
There are two kinds of nodes: data nodes related to raster cells and search nodes 
located on the sides of the cells.  Figure 23 illustrates the directions to be followed, 
which vary with respect  to the different emitting lines. This raster approach gives 
benefits to path-finding in an open space and may provide improved shortest path-
finding. 
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Figure 23: Edges from corner search node & intermediate search node 

(Bemmelen et al, 1993). 

The overview of approaches given above does not pretend to be complete, but it 
reveals some tendencies. As mentioned above, most of the methods consider 
geometric subdivisions. The subdivision supports path finding algorithms and does 
not rely heavily on the logical, functional, thematic meaning of the sub-spaces. Table 
4 provides an estimation of the fitness of the approaches to the indoor requirements 
as specified above. The requirements are subdivided into four groups. Indoor 
environments reflect requirements to the indoor subdivision as defined either by the 
construction of the building, or user, scenario and task. The group called Indoor 
spaces refers to the qualitative descriptions and characteristics that should be 
attached to the spaces to facilitate the navigation. The third group consists of one 
requirement, i.e.  transfer between the spaces such as doors and windows. Finally, the 
last group is dedicated to the obstacles.    

Table 4: Evaluation of the different approaches with respect to the indoor requirements. 

Requirement 

No./Methods 

Partial sub-spacing 

network  

 

Compete sub-spacing 

network  

Complete sub-spacing 

Regular grid 

Indoor Environment  

1 0 0 + 

2 + 0 + 

3 - + + 

4 0 + ++ 

5 - - ++ 

6 - - - 

Indoor Space  

7 - - - 

8 - - - 

9 0 + - 

10 - - - 

Indoor Transfer Space  

11 + + + 

Indoor Obstacle Space  

12 - 0 + 

13 - + + 

14 - 0 0 

15 - - - 

-not supported, 0 basic, +supported, ++ well supported 

Regular grid methods are slightly superior to network methods, but this is mostly 
because they are developed for the more complex robot navigation. Network 
methods tend to be used for human navigation and as such, they provide less 
detailed routing assuming human intelligence will compensate for inaccuracies. 
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5 3D approaches 

We group the 3D approaches, similarly to those in 2D, into partial subdivision 
(network), complete subdivision (network) and complete subdivision (grid). In 
contrast to 2D very limited research has been reported on complete subdivision 
(grid) or partial subdivision of 3D space. Instead, many approaches are developed, 
which mimic a 3D representation by layered models of 2D floor plans. We consider 
these as a partial subdivision. To simplify the complexity of 3D geometry, semantics 
is being largely incorporated in the models for navigation and the path finding 
algorithms.  

5.1 Partial subdivision: network 

A quite common approach to 3D space (especially with regular buildings) is the 
embedding of 2D floor plans into building 3D spaces. As mentioned previously 
many commercial systems adopted this approach. Thill et al, 2011 adopt this 
approach and show it can be successfully applied in combination with outside 
networks (Figure 24).  

        
Figure 24: 2D floor plans embedded in 3D space and linked to the outside network  

(Thill, et al 2011). 

Such approaches manage to accommodate many properties specific to indoor spaces, 
such as ingress and egress, vertical movements in stairs and elevators, movements on 
escalators, segments that are not traversable due to personal disability. Visual 
mapping and rendering can be done in both 2D and 3D view and can enhance the 
routing constructs associated with individual movements through indoor spaces. 
Navigation on the individual 2D floor plans can be performed according to any of 
the 2D approaches mentioned in the previous section. Depending on the purpose of 
the navigation even a combinations of several approaches can be used. For example 
if tracking and automatic correction when the path is lost can be performed 
following regular grid approach, while in other cases a network might be derived. 
The navigation can be organised in a layered manner by coding accordingly the floors 
and the parts of the buildings. These approaches also compensate for some of the 
deficiencies of the conventional pure node–arc network data models as much 
geometric information is available to attach semantics to. However  any application 
that needs information about walls and ceilings or more detailed locations in 
connecting spaces such as stairs and elevators, would experience problems..   
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Another group of  approaches consider walkable connected surfaces for navigation 
(Slingsby and Raper, 2008; Schaap, 2010). The concept of space subdivision is 
replaced with topologically-connected and navigable spaces (surfaces) embedded in 
3D space. Slingby and Raper, 2008 construct a navigable space model from 2D plan 
with additional information about heights and surface constraints (Figure 25). This 
approach assumes existence of quite some specific semantics (e.g. stairs, types of 
surfaces) and connectivity relation between all spaces.  

     
Figure 25: The space accessible to walk: constraints (left), over spanning objects (middle) and 

indoor (right) (Slingsby and Raper, 2008). 

 

 
Figure 26: UML diagram of the model for navigation (Schaap et al, 2010). 

A compatible approach is followed by Schaap et al, 2010, who propose, a model for 
multimodal transportation, which should provide navigation to pedestrians in railway 
or bus stations. The conceptual model incorporates Network Space and Scene Space 
with enhanced semantics for visualisation purposes.  The  Network Space indicates 
constraints created by planned public transport journeys such as public transport line 
names, delays, disturbances or vehicle properties, etc. Scene Space represent the 
spaces accessible for public (Figure 26).  The Scene Space part of the model contains 
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information about the pedestrians and the environment. The spaces where the 
pedestrians can move are explicitly modelled as surfaces. 
 
The general idea was to define a network for navigation based on overlapping 
surfaces (Figure 27). Therefore some of the surfaces (e.g. WalkAround) are dedicated 
to navigation and they must overlap. The overlap relationship is not explicitly 
maintained, instead it is derived from the geometry of the surfaces.  The intention 
was to use available operation of spatial DBMS  to check for ‘overlap’. The set of 
surfaces for navigation is selected on the basis of half-perimeter distance 
computation. 

   
Figure 27: Navigation with overlapping spaces: node with possible directions for movement 

(left), WalkAround path (middle) and the network of overlapping surfaces. 

However, the first pedestrian routing (without accessibility restrictions) has revealed 
some limitations. The used distance calculation algorithm in the prototype, was not 
precise enough to be useful for optimal pedestrian routing (but quite crucial in 
optimal route computation). Furthermore, wrong pedestrian connections were 
created at certain locations due to the limited 3D intersection capabilities of Oracle 
Spatial 11g. The Oracle Spatial 11g offers only ANYINTERACT between two 
surfaces in 3D. The operator SDO_RELATE with various masks to test for the 
different kind of spatial relations is available only for 2D geometries. In further 
evaluation of the prototype the problematic WalkAround Single spaces were replaced 
with Hidden path and NodeSurfaces to overcome these limitations.  

5.2 Complete subdivision: network 

The approaches than make use of network navigation are again based on Poincare 
duality and consider volumes and surfaces. This is to say that the dual a volume is a 
node and the dual of surface in an edge (Figure 28, left). Lee 2004 introduces the 
Node-Relation Data Structure, defining a strict mathematical foundation between 
different mathematical spaces (Euclidian, Topological). Boguslawski et al, 2012 
follow similar approach (Figure 28, right). There is little elaboration on the semantics 
assuming that the approaches will work with any space subdivision and space 
definition.      

 
Figure 28: Lee, 2004: Node relation data structure (left), Boguslawski et al, 2011: topological 

model (middle) and derived path using outside space (right). 
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All models, in which the semantics is leading or very well developed, belong to this 
group. The difference with pure geometric subdivision is that if a space subdivision is 
needed it is defined by the semantics (function, type, purpose) of the space. Several 
approaches can be mentioned: 

• Extraction of navigation path from a semantically-reach common purpose 
buildings models such as CityGML (LOD4) and IFC 

• Semantic models created with the purpose of application (reconstruction, 
facility management, navigation) 

The first group of approaches reuses the semantic& geometric subdivision and 
derives connectivity information via openings like doors and windows. Theoretically 
CityGML LOD4 (Gröger et al 2012) offers straightforward approach as the rooms 
are described by bounding surfaces which are linked to the openings (Figure 29). 
Information about obstacles can be derived from the objects defined as 
IntBuildingInstallation. Some complications exist with transition spaces such as 
stairs, ramps, which are recorded also as interior building installation.   
 
Following directly duality graph, the straightforward steps would be: 1) create the 
duality graph (each space is approximated with a node and each connection with a 
link), 2) assign metrics to the nodes to create a metric graph, 3) include openings to 
enhance the graph. The challenges are the same as for the 2D case as in Figure 15 
but then in 3D. First of all, long or irregular indoor spaces (such as corridors, 
concave shapes) require further partial subdivision, because one node does not 
represent well the structure or the way of movement in the space. Assigning 3D 
metrics to the nodes should be considered with care as some nodes may be outside 
of the spaces. 

 
Figure 29: Generalized schema of CityGML LOD4 (Brown et al, 2013). 

Alternatively, the problem can be reduced to 2D. The steps to derive the metric 
network will be: 1) derive the duality graph, 2) extract all floor surfaces and doors of 
the spaces, 3) perform MAT and replace each node of the duality graph with the 
corresponding MAT path and 4) enhance with information about doors. 
Theoretically, all 2D approaches can be considered when the floor surfaces are 
derived.        
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Figure 30: Generalized schema of IFC classes (Brown et al, 2013). 

Industrial foundation classes (IFC) provide detailed semantic information indoors 
but from the perspective of the construction of the building. While the spaces for 
navigation are readily available in CityGML, IFC maintains information about the 
concrete elements of the building. Many of the classes may have the same name (as 
walls, doors, windows and roofs) but the geometric meaning is different. To derive a 
network from such a model will require quite some geometric computations. Similar 
to cases with CityGML, 3D and 2D approach can be followed. Figure 31 illustrates 
the 2D workflow: 1) walls and slabs will define the room surfaces, 2) MAT is 
performed on the room surfaces, 3) doors, windows and stairs will refine the 
network. The 3D approach may benefit of the special class Space, which is a closed 
volume and represent the empty space in each room. The ifcSpace has to be however 
available in the IFC file.      

 
Figure 31: Schematic representation of network creation from BIM model. 

Table 5 illustrates how CityGML and IFC fit the user requirements defined in 
Section 3.2. 
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Table 5: Comparison between CityGML and IFC. 

Requirement No. CityGML IFC 

Indoor Environment 

1 ++ ++ 

2 + ++ 

3 +  + 

4 + ++ 

5 ++ ++ 

6 + ++ 

Indoor Space 

7 ++ ++ 

8 ++ ++ 

9 - - 

10 - - 

Transfer Space 

11 ++ + 

Indoor Obstacle Space 

12 + + 

13 + ++ 

14 + + 

15 - + 

                                      -not supported,          +supported,        ++ well supported 
 
Although very rich semantically, the two models are not readily available to derive a 
network for navigation. Therefore, several models have been developed with the 
explicit purpose to define a large spectrum of spaces, their properties and 
relationships between them for the navigation network. Some examples are listed 
below.  
 
Brown et al, 2011 proposes a model, which distinguishes between obstacles and 
spaces for navigation (transition and indoor spaces). Corridors and rooms are 
explicitly maintained, which gives indications what is the connection between 
different types of spaces. Rooms are connected normally with one other space only 
(i.e. corridor).  A differentiation is made between(Figure 32). vertical and horizontal 
passages. 

 

Figure 32: Indoor Navigation model (Brown et al, 2011). 
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Liu and Zlatanova, 2012 elaborate further on the distinction between vertical and 
horizontal spaces making the link between vertical and horizontal spaces more 
explicit. Using this explicit semantics, the connectivity graph can be readily derived 
out of it. The navigation can then be organised at two levels. The first level is a kind 
of duality graph but derived from the semantics and the explicit relationships stored 
in the model. The second level is a local navigation in each individual space (room or 
a corridor).   
 
Figure 33 is an example of a building (for simplicity only the layered model is 
visualized) and the derived connectivity graph. The graph contains no metrics; 
therefore the path algorithms should be run utilizing other information that is 
available in the semantic description, either as definition or as attribute. For example 
the meaning of the spaces (‘pursue a connector space’) the number of the traversed 
room (‘find least room traversal’), the percentage of obstacles in a room, which is 
kept as an attribute (‘find least obstacles path’), etc.  . 

 
Figure 33: A layered model of a building and the connectivity graph. 

After the space sequence is determined, a metric detailed path would be searched 
orderly in each space. At this level, specific details such as obstacles and multiple 
doors connecting two spaces are taken into consideration. Figure 34 illustrates a 
connectivity graph around obstacles built in one of the rooms in the test building.  

 
Figure 34: Visibility graph in a room considering obstacles and the final path. 

 
According to different scenarios, several cases in a single space could be considered:  

• No obstacles. A path algorithm can be run considering only the shape of the 
space 

• Static obstacles. A (shortest) path algorithm is run to the next door. If there 
are multiple doors, a selection is made on the basis of the most prominent 
criterion. If no path to any door leading to the next space, then return the last 
space and re-compute space sequence;  
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• Dynamic obstacles. The path will be computed considering the last available 
status of the obstacles.  

This approach can best be combined with passive or active tracking to request the 
detailed metric path only when the user is at front of the space to be passed. The 
data model can be updated by this time with any available dynamic information.    
 
Meijers et al, 2006, suggest that data models for navigation can be derived during the 
reconstruction procedure and the space subdivision can be adapted to fit different 
purposes. Suppose spaces have to be reconstructed from a lasers scanning, the 
semantic model is built around planar polygons which bind the spaces.   
 

 
Figure 35: Persistent (door and wall), virtual polygon, full granting polygon (door), limited 

granting polygon (exit door),  non-accessible section (column in a room), end section, 

complex of sections and vertical section subdivided with virtual polygon. 

Each polygon identified from the point cloud is classified according to the function it 
performs. The polygon classifications are based on four properties: persistence, existence, 
access-granting and types of passing. The persistency of polygons reflects the possibility of a 
polygon to be temporarily removed (if needed) as a wall that can be folded and thus 
two spaces can be joined. Existence can be two types: virtual (e.g. virtual walls do not 
exist in reality but only in the model to close spaces). This classification is critical for 
visualization process; virtual polygons should not be rendered. Access-granting is also 
two types. Non-granting polygons prohibit entering a section (e.g. wall). Granting 
polygons could give full access (no conditions, these are the exits, e.g. polygons 
representing doors), semi access (usually exists but have some restrictions, e.g. one 
needs to have a key) and limited access (under normal circumstances not used as exist, 
e.g. emergency exist and windows). The types of passing can be uni- and bi-directional 
depending on the possible way of entering. For example many exits allow only one-
way of entering. The consequence of such an entrance is that once inside a particular 
section the person may not get out using the same way.  
 
The building is separated into well-defined spaces called sections. A section is defined 
as being the smallest amount of bounded space in a building that has a specific 
function (e.g. meeting room, stairs, etc.) with the following restrictions:  

• Sections are composed of ‘paper’ walls (no thickness of walls is considered)  
• Sections must be closed. If not they are sealed with virtual polygons.  
• Section must be distinct and may not overlap with any other section.  

 
Similar to the other semantic models the sections are classified with respect to their 
purpose for the navigation into: end (only one entrance/exit), connector (more than one 
entrance/exit) and non- accessible (no entrance/exit) sections. Connector sections can 
be corridors, elevators, stairs and sometimes rooms (if they connect two and more 
spaces. Several sections may compose a complex-of-sections.  
 
Having the classification above, interesting interrelations can be observed. The type 
of polygons bounding a section has influence on (is related to) the type of section, 
i.e. only particular types of a polygon can be a part of some of the sections. For 
example non-granting polygons can be only real and close non-assessable sections only. 
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Type of access and type of passing are critical polygon parameters for computing 
evacuation routes.  
Compare to the sematic models above, this data model distinguishes only between 
end and connector spaces, but provides many characteristics to the composing 
elements. These characteristics provide important properties for the connectivity 
between the spaces.  

         
Figure 36: UML model for a reconstruction-oriented for space definition (left); NIBU: a 

model considering indoor utilities (right). 

All above approaches concentrate on the free space available for navigation. 
Resources and non-navigable spaces (as shafts for cables and pipes) hidden in non-
navigable spaces (walls) are left out of scope. Hidjazi et al, 2011, 2012 have suggested 
that such spaces have to be taken into consideration as well, to be able to navigate to 
them for utility management. The idea of this research is to establish relations 
between the walls and the corresponding components of the utility network. The 
interesting point here is that the notation of walls should be clearly defined. The 
concept of walls differs in the semantic models. Some models consider ‘paper’ wall, 
consisting of one polygon only, others assume wall is space (wall with thickness). The 
walls considering the thickness can still be defined differently. For example, 
CityGML takes into account the thickness of walls/ceilings/floors but as empty 
space between two ‘paper’ walls/ceilings/floors defining the neighbouring rooms. In 
contracts IFC has a notion of wall/slab, which represents the concrete physical 
wall/slab spanned through the whole building (Figure 37, left, Figure 31). IFC 
concept is suitable for representing shafts for utility networks. CityGML concept 
may create ambiguities.        

 
Figure 37: Topology between rooms and slabs (left) and Topology between utility networks 

and building elements (right). 
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The utilities network system is represented using the classes’ NetworkSystem (Figure 
38). The two classes Fittings and Segments are specialisations of the class 
Dist_NetworkElement. Fittings represent fixtures that connect two flow segments (e.g. 
pipes) and are intended to represent the nodes in the logical graph structure of the 
service system network. Therefore a point representation is associated with this class 
to allow having a physical point represent this class. This class has several sub-types 
listed in the enumeration list. On other hand, the Segment class represents the flow 
segment, which is an edge in the logical graph structure; the class can have a curve 
representation that offer a physical simple representation of this class. Both classes 
comprise the class Network_GRAPH which links the Dist_NetworkElement sub-
classes. 

 
Figure 38: UML diagram of the integrated model (Hidjazi et al, 2012). 

The building structure is represented using the classes on the left-hand side. The 
SubSpace class represents the minimum space part that could be decomposed from a 
space that is represented by the 3D building models. Therefore, the SubSpace class 
has a relation with the Space class, which provides interface to connect 3D building 
semantic models: e.g. IFC represents space as IfcSpace and CityGML represents space 
as Room surrounded by surfaces. Similarly, the Boundary class represents the smallest 
part of the building element that is enclosing the volume of the 3D space. The link 
between the networks and the rooms is given by the walls considering the concrete 
physical walls as in IFC. The dual graphs derived from the spaces are linked as 
schematically demonstrated on Figure 37(right).   

 
Figure 39: MSLM : layers representing space subdivision: models & layers(left) and example 

spaces (right). 

Another step further in the spaces subdivision is considering the agent properties 
such as user characteristics, environment and tasks.  In this respect, the Milti Layred 
Space Model (Becker at al, 2008) provides the most general concept for semantic 
space subdivision. Space can be subdivided not only with respect to 
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topographic/geometric/construction properties of buildings but also with respect to 
the spaces as defined by security issues, wifi coverage, disability, emergency situations 
etc. Following the concept of Dual graph, the networks derived by the subdivisions 
can be linked and used for common analysis and navigation.  

5.3 Complete subdivision: regular grid 

Basically 3D regular grid is the extension of the 2D grid graph. The purpose of 3D 
grid-based (voxel) graph is to represent the complete 3D space of indoor space. In 
contrast to 2D not that much research has been performed on 3D grid subdivision. 
Yuan and Schneider, 2010 propose a model called LEGO graph based on 3D voxels. 
This method computes the accessible parts of indoor environments with 
consideration of constraints of widths and heights of pedestrians. LEGO-graph only 
provides all feasible or possible paths with different accessible widths and heights 
(Figure 40).  

 
Figure 40: Floor plane (left), the graph representing the connectivity of blocks (middle) the 

corresponding LEGO graph (right) ( Yuan & Schneider, 2010). 

Bandi and Thalmann, 1998 discretize space into 3D voxels and compute an obstacle-
free feasible route with consideration of surmountable and insurmountable obstacles 
and “hole area” (i.e. insurmountable obstacles may be encompassed in a closure of 
reachable grids) in space (Figure 41). The method provide navigation on surface 

 
Figure 41: Reachable regions and the generated path ( Bandi & Thalmann, 1998). 

As mentioned previously, grids are used mostly in robot navigation. Some 3D grids 
approaches for navigation are applied also in game simulations. Game simulations 
have many similarities with the robot and human navigation. Many agents (game 
characters, avatars) could move like real humans. For example, they can climb up the 
low obstacles or even crawl through the wholes on walls if allowed. On the other 
hand, all these moving ability and the collision avoidance have to be explicitly 
defined during the program design process. The activities of simulated agent are 
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preprogramed and controlled by corresponding codes. However the problems how 
to model the space to allow climbing over and crawling under remain the same. A 
typical research topic in this field is to project all the obstacles of the animated scene 
to a 2D bitmap to accelerate the process of forming path plan (Kuffner, 1998).  
 
Andujar et al, 2004, present an algorithm for camera path computation, based on 
voxelisation. The algorithm determines the free-space structure of the scene (using so 
called a cell and portal graph) and various measure to determine the best path for 
visiting. The algorithm subdivides open (obstructed) spaces (Figure 42). 

 
Figure 42: Top view of the original model, Computed distance field, Final cells detected, 

Ordered cells based on their entropy, High level path through the 5 most interesting cells and 

Computed low-level path for the most interesting cell (Andujar et al, 2004). 

Generally, 3D regular-girds have a great potential. In addition to advantages of grid 
processing they can readily point out the membership (e.g. corridors, rooms and 
stairways) of a grid/voxel and incorporate various semantics per pixel. 3D grids can 
also take into consideration height constraints and permit computing paths either on 
the surface of flying above at certain height above, under or around objects applying 
3D shortest path algorithms such as A*. Some disadvantages such as losing accuracy 
because of too course grid or long processing time with fine grid can be compensate 
with two-level approach described above.     
 
The overview of 3D approaches is an exemplary selection of some common 
approaches intended for human navigation. It is not an extensive survey of robot or 
computer game approaches. As indicated above, the human based approaches 
consider much more semantics compared to 2D approaches. The subdivision  
considers functional, thematic meaning of the sub-spaces, abilities of users and 
importance of tasks they perform. Table 6 provides a rough evaluation of the 
mentioned 3D approaches to the indoor requirements. Regular grid are slightly 
superior to network methods, but this is mostly because they are developed for the 
more complex robot navigation. Network methods tend to be used for human 
navigation and as such they provide less detailed routing assuming human 
intelligence will compensate for inaccuracies.    

Table 6: Evaluation of the different approaches with respect to the indoor requirements. 

Requirement 

No./Methods 

Partial sub-spacing 

network  

 

Compete sub-spacing 

network  

Complete sub-spacing 

Regular grid 

Indoor Environment  

1 0 ++ + 

2 + + + 

3 + +  + 

4 0 + ++ 

5 + ++ ++ 

6 + + + 

Indoor Space  
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7 + ++ - 

8 + ++ ++ 

9 + - ++ 

10 0 - ++ 

Indoor Transfer Space  

11 + ++ + 

Indoor Obstacle Space  

12 + + ++ 

13 + + ++ 

14 0 + 0 

15 -       - + 

-not supported, 0 basic, +supported, ++ well supported 
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6 Conclusion 

We have introduced a framework for a formal description of all components that 
influence space subdivision. These are space (navigable and non-navigable), agent, 
resource, activity and modifier. Using these concepts, we have identified 11 
navigation cases and information management requirements. The requirements 
specify which geometric, topological (connectivity, accessibility) and sematic 
properties have to be available for most of the identified indoor navigation cases.  
 
The review of application and methods for indoor data model and approaches for 
navigation allows drawing few important conclusions: 

• Space definition, subdivision and aggregations are important aspects of 
navigation. Space has been subdivided mostly to represent geometrically 
better the path for navigation. However, semantics descriptions and 
properties have been increasingly introduced.  

• Semantic is becoming more important as complexity of spaces and tasks of 
users increases. The semantics is intended to enhance quantitatively the 
computed path (by adding information about function and type of spaces 
such as rooms, corridors, doors, windows, etc.). Using semantics annotations, 
parts of buildings and floors can be avoided, the routing can be better 
adapted to the locomotion mode and the task of the user, knowledge-
engineering approaches can be applied (reasoning).  

• 3D models are valuable contribution but it is also apparent that it is not 
needed for all types of applications. Successful routing can be performed on 
2D floor plans, embedded in 2D or 3D space especially for regularly 
structured buildings. However, 3D is of importance for complex irregular 
structures and in cases when vertical information needs to be considered 
(height of obstacles, clearance of floors) or routing above and below objects, 
without touching a surface (e.g. fly). 

• 3D models result in complex networks and grid models. Therefore new 
approaches should be investigated, which consider levels of detail for 
navigation and combination of different approaches. The derived graph or 
voxel subdivision should be performed on the fly to be able to reflect 
dynamic changes   

• Partial and complete subdivision, which is used to derive a logical and metric 
graph, is predominantly used for human navigation, while regular grids are 
utilised for robot navigation and games.  

 
The review of approaches does not reveal standardized method for sub-dividing 
indoor space. Indoor space is subdivided with respect to agent properties and 
activities, and thematic utilization of space (topographic, sensor, security). The 
purpose of subdivision is to ensure start and end location of agent and/or resource 
can be sufficiently precise identified. Most of the navigation approaches aim at 
computing network (or grid) rather than identifying spaces and space 
subdivision/aggregation. Space subdivision has be explicitly mentioned only in 
approaches based on Poincare duality. However, many of the methods to create 
automatically a network can be related to duality of space. Therefore, the Poincare 
duality is adopted as theoretical background of IndoorGML (OGC standard in 
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preparation, http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/groups/indoorgmlswg). 
Following duality of space, the problem of network/grid computation shifts to the 
problem of space subdivision/aggregation and establishing connectivity between 
navigable spaces.   
 
Recommendations: 

• Approaches for space subdivision and aggregation should be investigated, 
especially if semantics identification is intended. Most of the presented 
models assume the spaces exist. If they do not exist, dedicated data sets are 
manually created. 

• Methods for sematic annotation of geometric models should be developed 
• More attention should be given to navigation trough obstacles (static and 

dynamic) 
• Regular grid models should be further investigated for human application as 

well as for indoor robots (e.g. flying)  
• Approaches for navigation of multiple agents to multiple agents should be 

considered as well.    
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